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A slapstick comedy set in a schoolgirls dormitory which is
undergoing renovation. Play as Michiru Ichinose, the young

protagonist of "The Fruit of Grisaia." This story is a spinoff from
the main Grisaia series. The first half of the game is actually a

prequel that takes place before the events of "The Fruit of
Grisaia". For a limited time you can also get the "Nendoroid
Set" (collectable Nendoroids). This includes the base figure,

figma and photoprint of Sachi. In addition, the game is
distributed as part of the Grisaia manga and anime. The game

can only be purchased if you have already purchased the
manga and anime. About the Game Overview The first half of

this game is actually a prequel to "The Fruit of Grisaia". For the
first time ever, international fans can enjoy a side story to the
Grisaia series. The second half of the game is based on "The

Leisure of Grisaia". In a dormitory which is undergoing
construction, a girl named Michiru tries to select a new club

activity with the help of Sachi and her other friends. Features
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Sachi and her friends' dormitory including its absurd furniture.
A majority of the game is spent in the dormitory, where

Natsumi, Sachi, Miu, Nono, Riko, Yuki and the others live. Each
of these characters has their own home and hobbies. Each of
them has their own unique senses of humor and they interact
with one another on a daily basis. Each of them has their own

unique personality and you can acquire them through
dialogue. And there are numerous conversation options in

each scene. * The "batting game" side of the game involves
multi-choice dialogue. The Batting Game system is a system
that involves selecting several options, and then following up

with possible responses. After successfully selecting an option,
you will have to decide on a reply with a single "Yes" or "No"

option. You can use the "Reset/End" option to select a
completely different response choice if you can't think of

anything else, or if you make a bad reply choice. The Batting
Game system is not the same as the "Die/Save" system, which

is described in the System Overview
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